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Interdisciplinary Deep Learning (DL) projects
Objective
Analyze domain data in accurate, smart, and efficient fashion
Challenges (cf. Figure 1)
Complex and interdisciplinary development process within DL, e.g.,
logging, hyperparameter search, definition of objectives
Solution for data management required
Need of concepts w.r.t. computing since constrains in local resources
State of the art
Individual partial solutions→ comprehensive workflow desired
Workflow
Composition of Planning/Development, Dispatching, and
Evaluation (cf. Figure 2)
Applicable in development and reduced in application stage
Planning/Development
Sharing data via LSDF [1]
Label Assistant to enhance data annotation
Alignment of processing requirements with algorithms
PyTorch Lightning [2] to simplify DL implementations
Git for versioning and deployment to bwHPC infrastructure
Dispatching
High Performance Computing (HPC) for data parallel GPU
training using PyTorch Lightning (SLURM support)
High Throughput Computing (HTC) for parallelization of
experiments (e.g. hyperparameter search, ablation studies)
utilizing Weights & Biases sweep approach [3]
LSDF versioning for large DL parameter files
Evaluation
Interactive web-based logging via Weights & Biases [3]
LSDF as alternative for big data results
Results
Binary spheroid segmentation [3] high-throughput Droplet
Microarray experiment (cf. Figure 3)
Smart and flexible logging via Weights & Biases (cf. Figure 4)
Hybrid HPC-HTC approach computation boost (cf. Table 1)
Reduced requirements for local resources
Conclusions and Outlook
Workflow as a template for DL projects linking tools/methods with
solutions for flexible HPC/HTC computing and data storage
Reduce additional overhead in DL projects
Outlook: (i) Data version control [5], (ii) data submission system
with auto processing, (iii) benchmark PyTorch Lightning HPC
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Figure 1: Problem area.
Figure 2: Workflow proposal.
(a) Sample (b) Mask
Figure 3: DMA spheroid segmentation [4].
Figure 4: Weights & Biases logging: Exemplary logging possibilities [3].
Table 1: Run-time comparison: Average training time per epoch tepoch and
processing time timage for different setups. DDP/DP denote the data parallelism.
Metric CPU 1 GPU 2 GPUs (DP) 2 GPUs (DDP) Human†
∅ tepoch in s 332.83 7.21 5.88 4.72 -
∅ timage in s 0.31 0.003 0.003 0.003 180
†Time for segmentation needed by an expert (lower bound obtained via a survey).
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